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SIGN UP





FOR YOUR 3 DAY FREE TRIAL AT
THE BEST GYMS IN THE UAE











BOOK 3 DAY FREE TRIAL

Vogue Fitness | Yas Marina
Vogue Fitness | Yas Ladies
Vogue Fitness | Marina Mall
Vogue Fitness | Al Raha
Vogue Fitness | Al Ghadeer
Vogue Fitness | JLT
Vogue Fitness | RAK
Vogue Fitness | RAK Ladies
Vogue Fitness | Al Ain
Vogue Fitness | Al Ain Ladies











































THE LEADING FUNCTIONAL FITNESS PROVIDER IN THE UAE
Tailored to accommodate individuals of all fitness levels and abilities, Vogue Fitness' philosophy and programs exemplify inclusivity and accessibility. With a team of world-class coaching professionals, we are dedicated to consistently delivering excellence to our community members every day.












CROSSFIT

Constantly varied functional movement performed at high intensity. Become better at everything.
























METCON

CrossFit without the barbell or complex gymnastics. Fast paced and physically demanding.
























ADRENALINE

15 minutes of skill development followed by short, intense and extremely uncomfortable mix modality workouts.
























STAMINA

A program designed to increase your capacity and endurance to prepare you for fitness activities such as marathons, OCRs, cycling, triathlons, trail runs, endurance events and much more.
























ESCALATE

High intensity interval training! Expect to burn cals and earn MEPs.

























UNITE

Develop strength and teamwork with a conditioning segment followed by a pairs workout.
























VO2

Improve your endurance and aerobic capacity.
























WARRIOR WOD

It’s that serious we only take on the Warrior WOD on once per week. Expect anything!
























MAYHEM

Longer mixed modality workout. Normally a longer challenging chipper. Will be either an individual workout or a team workout.
























NO LIMITS

A monthly event held exclusively at RAHA that will push you to your max!

























Vogue Fitness Is The Best Gym In The UAE
Verified Google Reviews
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MEET OUR TEAM
The best fitness team in the Middle East. Our team of fitness professionals are passionate industry leaders who practice what they preach. Do not accept ordinary when it comes to your health.
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Tom Fessey

Coach
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STEFAN VAN ZYL

Coach
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Martha Cook

Coach
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Laura Dacey

Coach
 







 













PROVIDING FITNESS EXCELLENCE SINCE 2014
Vogue Fitness proudly operates in 4 prominent cities across the UAE, establishing itself as the premier destination for cutting-edge health and wellness solutions. Trusted by key governmental and semi-governmental entities, Vogue Fitness offers a comprehensive range of services, including personalized training, group fitness programs, corporate wellness initiatives, and top-notch facility management.


































ABOUT US 






Established in 2014, Vogue Fitness emerged with a vision to spearhead the fitness landscape in the UAE, consistently leading the way in the Middle Eastern fitness scene. 

Originating at the renowned Yas Marina, Vogue Fitness has expanded its footprint across the UAE, solidifying its presence in four key cities.

Today, Vogue Fitness stands as one of the Region’s premier fitness organizations, experiencing rapid growth with strategic locations in Abu Dhabi, Al Ain, RAK, and Dubai.



































BOOK 3 DAY FREE TRIAL







BOOK A PERSONAL TRAINING CONSULTATION























































Why Vogue Fitness is the best gym?
 It’s a big claim but we can back it up. 5 star facilities, industry leading fitness coaches across multiple disciplines and huge class schedules. We are what’s next!
















FOLLOW US
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BLOGS
 Vogue Fitness Corporate Wellness

Elevate Your Fitness Journey: Experience Vogue Fitness in Abu Dhabi

Breaking a Sweat in Style: Unleashing the Power of Abu Dhabi’s Finest Gym Facilities with Vogue Fitness




















About Us | Terms & Conditions | Shipping Policy | Refund Policy
| Privacy Policy | Membership Policies & Waiver | Cancellation Policy  | Careers  | Cookie Policy 
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